Commercial Laundry Service Technician / Installation Team Member
Job Description:
The Commercial Laundry Service Technician / Installation Team Member must be assist in trouble
shooting and repairing commercial washers, dryers, ironing systems, boilers, etc. This role answers
directly to the Parts & Service manager, and is expected to learn under other master technicians until
ready to be run service on their own.

This representative is responsible for the following:
-

Responsible for the installation & service of commercial equipment to our vast customer
base in OH, PA, and WV
Perform daily duties assigned by the Service Manager
Test machines and diagnose the overall problem with the machine
Able to understand and trace wiring diagrams to determine failed components and parts
Overall mechanical skills that can be applied to commercial washers and dryers
Basic or comprehensive understanding of plumbing or HVAC
Responsible for keeping their service van inventory organized and accounted for
Occasional overnight jobs

Requirements
 Bachelor’s Degree preferred; or equivalent experience
 Valid U.S. Driver’s license with clean driving record
 Able to communicate effectively with a variety of people from various backgrounds
 2-5 years of basic HVAC, plumbing, and mechanical skills
 An ability to learn about commercial products and offerings at a quick pace
 Key characteristics needed; integrity, interpersonal skills, problem solving skills, planning
and executing skills, punctuality, neat
 Strong trouble-solving skills to make sure our customer’s needs are met
Advantage Equipment, Inc. offers training and a compensation package which includes an
hourly rate, paid drive time, health insurance, and the opportunity to join a fast growing
company. Candidates may be asked to submit a test drug test.

Who We Are:
Advantage Equipment, Inc. is a leader in the commercial laundry industry servicing the Ohio,
Western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia area for more than 20 years. Some of the industries
service including but not limited to: hotels/motels, multi-housing units, vended laundry,
healthcare facilities, etc. Advantage Equipment, Inc. distributes the following companies’
machinery: Continental Girbau, Inc., LG, Hamilton Engineering, Navien, Anderson Chemical,
etc.

